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Abstract

Introduction: COVID19 pandemic forced ministries of health across the world to invent additional measures for control. 
Active screening is one of these tools. It includes asking questions, taking temperatures and doing rapid test for COVID19 in 
persons with risk factors. A team of a family medicine physician, lab worker, and administrative is formed. They visit homes 
with positive cases, making physical exam and COVID19 rapid test to contacts of the cases.
Subject and Method: An electronic questionnaire is introduced to family physicians specialists in family medical centers in 
Baghdad. 99 physicians respond to questionnaire for one week. The questionnaire involved two sections; the 1st one asked if 
the screening surveillance is necessary for COVID19 control from physician s’ point of view. The 2nd section states the reasons 
of their opinions.
Results: The study included 99 family medical physicians, 56 said yes; screening is necessary to control viral spread while, 
43 said no.
Discussion and Conclusions: Active screening required intense efforts by medical team with limited resources and hot 
weather. Rapid test of COVID19 is screening test so it is not detecting all infected people, including some with clinical disease 
compatible with COVID-19. The study gives a conclusion that there is a controversy about active screening.
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Introduction

COVID19 pandemic forced ministries of health across 
the world to invent additional measures for control. Active 
screening is one of these tools. It includes asking questions, 
taking temperatures and doing rapid test for COVID19 
in persons with risk factors. A team of a family medicine 
physician, lab worker, and administrative is formed. They 
visit homes with positive cases, making physical exam and 
COVID19 rapid test to contacts of the cases. Another way of 
active screening includes screening of entire city as it is done 
in Al- Hurriya city due to presence of many cases in it [1-3]. 

 
Positive screening rapid test cases were sent to hospitals 

for diagnostic nasopharyngeal smear. Many positive cases 
showed negative smears. This result gave a possibility of false 

positive rate of rapid rate. A study showed that the positive 
predictive value of the active screening was only 19.67%, and 
the false-positive rate was 80.33%, with a 75% probability 
for the false-positive rate [4]. 

Another study, done on the close contacts of COVID-19 
patients, showed that approximately half or even more of the 
asymptomatic individuals could be false positives.

So the screening could miss most cases as the contacts 
usually did not develop symptoms yet [5]. 

In May, cases suddenly raise dramatically after weeks of 
stability. Many family physicians referred that to screening 
surveillance that started in the previous month. Many cases 
from medical field emerged during the screening as this is 
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blamed as contributing factor for viral spread that many 
asymptomatic medical staff did the routine screen in cities 

[1].

 

 Figure1: COVID19 cumulative confirmed cases during May [1].

Subject and Method

An electronic questionnaire is introduced to family 
physicians specialists in family medical centers in Baghdad. 
99 physicians respond to questionnaire for one week. The 
questionnaire involved two sections; the 1st one asked if 
the screening surveillance is necessary for COVID19 control 
from physician s’ point of view. The 2nd section states the 
reasons of their opinions.
 

Results

The study included 99 family medical physicians, 56 said 
yes; screening is necessary to control viral spread while, 43 
said no.

Figure 2: Bar chart showed the percentage of physicians 
participants.

This study revealed that 48 (85.7%) family 
physicians stated that the screening can detect the 
asymptomatic patients while, 35 (81.4%) physicians blamed 
it for high infection risk of the screening teams.

Figure3: The reasons that family physicians said yes.
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Figure 4: The reasons that family physicians said no.

Discussion and Conclusions

Active screening required intense efforts by medical team 
with limited resources and hot weather. Studies showed that 
there are likely many undetected cases because rapid test of 
COVID19 is screening test so it is not detecting all infected 
people, including some with clinical disease compatible with 
COVID-19. Additionally, it will not stop the spread of covid19 
but it is a part of a strategy of the World Health Organization 
of measures for rapid diagnosis and immediate isolation of 
cases, following and self-isolation of close contacts [1,6].
 

The current study revealed that 56 family physicians 
said yes the active screening is necessary in COVID19 control, 
85.7% of them stated that active screening can detect 
asymptomatic patients. Others opinions were decreasing the 
hospital burden and limiting viral spread. These physicians 
may think that early tracking of cases and contacts can offer 
better prognosis and well isolation to prevent viral spread 
especially, if it is associated with in home treatment and 
follow up with referral of only severs cases to hospital.

This opinion would be more applicable if is associated 
with people commitment of self-isolation and staying home.

The other physicians said no, as 81.4% of them stated 
that active screen could increase risk of infection to teams as 
continuous exposure to cases can increase the viral load and 
get the infection. This requires making several shifts of teams 
to avoid exposing the same team to infection, but shortage of 
numbers of physicians is constant obstacles.

Family medicine specialists mentioned that work burn 
out is one of other reasons to say no, as 79.1% of them 
mentioned that cause. Exhaustion of the physicians that 
stayed in primary health care due to over work, particularly, 

in crowded cities as primary health care had large numbers 
of patients attended it daily.

The study revealed that 16.3% of family physicians 
stated that rapid test of COVID19 is not reliable as many 
negative test showed the disease later. In other hand, positive 
test showed negative nasopharyngeal smear. Most studies 
revealed that combinations of clinical symptoms, chest 
x-ray and CT scan if available gave best results as a study, is 
done by Ali Narin, et al. exhibited that chest x-ray had 98% 
accuracy [7]. Another study revealed that chest x-ray had 
96% sensitivity [8-10]. 

The study presented that 14% of family physicians stated 
that the active screening might cause financial burdens on 
the health care workers themselves due to lack of resources 
and on the health system which is unable to compensate the 
rapid raise in cases numbers.

The study revealed that 11.6% of physicians stated that 
the screening procedures might not work in crowded cities 
with small houses as self- isolation is difficult because many 
persons live together in small house.

Patient unwillingness for screening is another obstacle, 
as 9.3% of physicians identified that cause. Many contacts 
refused to do screening tests, left the house or did not answer 
phone calling.

Poor scientific approach is stated by 4.7% of family 
physicians. Physicians who are doing the active screen are 
the same who are doing the routine medical work in family 
medical center that are dealing with children, elderly, 
pregnant and other patients without isolation of involved 
teams. Some family medical centers even did not check their 
workers by rapid test of covid19. These causes raised the 
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suspicion of undetected covid19 cases within the medical 
field that might spread.
 

Infection during screening of cities. Others physicians, 
4.7%, stated that there is poor post detection measurement. 
This could be due to increasing number of cases with limited 
numbers of health care workers. 

The study gives a conclusion that there is a controversy 
about active screening. 
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